I. Introduction
A partial differential equation describes a relation between an unknown function and its partial derivatives. We discussed the family of second order linear equations for functions in two independent variables into three distinct types: hyperbolic , parabolic, and elliptic equations. In Science and Engineering we have two point nonlinear singular boundary value problems occur frequently in many complex mathematical modeling problems. Such problems can pose considerable difficulties to achieve an analytic solutions and it is usually necessary to resort to numerical techniques. There are a variety of numerical strategies which can be applied i.e., finite difference, finite elements, splines, etc.
Finite difference formulation:
We consider boundary value problems of the form:
With boundary conditions: (5) and (10) Since the matrices and consist of simple sub matrices then they can be easily inverted by inspection to give the Newton method.
Application of Alternate Group Explicit Method for Linear Boundary Value Problems
Where, Where and , and and Further the matrix product and can be simply determined and expressed as terms recurrence relations in a manner suitable for parallel computing.
Comparative results and Numerical Experiments:
The following one singular problems are considered for computation whose exact solutions are known. We have compared the proposed iterative methods with the corresponding iterative method. We considered only -inner iterations. Problem 5.1: Linear singular problem Where,
With the boundary conditions ,
The exact solution is . The root mean square (RMS) errors and the number of iterations both for AGE and SOR methods are tabulated in Table-1 for . Sol:
, . Table-1 
